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A decade ago, in Afghanistan, a Canadian Operational Mentor and Liaison Team (OMLT),
deployed in an advisory role with the Afghan National Army, was on patrol with the Afghan
army unit it supported. The unit was ambushed by a superior Taliban force. The OMLT called in
fire support from a helicopter gunship armed with 30 mm cannon. The gunship strafed the
ambush party to devastating effect. In clearing the ambush position, the unit encountered a scene
littered with the remains or partial remains of Taliban insurgents. The OMLT commander, a
Canadian Army Captain, later recalled wondering, at one particular moment, why a string of
sausages was hanging from a tree, until he realised it was someone's intestines. Nearby was a
mortally wounded Taliban, for all intents and purposes cut in half with a hole about the size of a
dinner plate through his midsection and one of his legs shattered. Afghan soldiers passing this
insurgent commented, "Allah will look after him" and moved on. The Canadian officer chose not
to do this. He stopped and fired two rounds into the dying or already dead insurgent before
quickly catching up with the unit. This occurred in the space of about 10 seconds. [2]
That Canadian officer was Captain Robert Semrau of the Royal Canadian Regiment. Some 17
months later, Captain Semrau faced court martial proceedings, the principal charge being
second-degree murder. After seven months, the court martial acquitted him of that charge but
found him guilty of disgraceful conduct, sentencing him to reduction in rank and dismissal from
the Canadian Army.[3]
Captain Semrau was an infantry officer. The role he was undertaking is typical of that
undertaken in modern times by the infantry. So, too, is the jeopardy in which he found himself
because of a brief value judgement made by him in the field when undertaking that role.
Under Australian military doctrine, the role of the Royal Australian Infantry Corps is:
"to seek out and close with the enemy, to kill or capture him, to seize hold ground and to repel
attack, by day or night, regardless of season weather or terrain".[4]
Each of the other Corps in the Australian Army have roles that support or complement this
infantry role. Unsurprisingly, the role and place of the infantry in the Canadian Army is no
different.[5] The statement of that infantry role is, in turn, generally descriptive of the features
which attend the raison d'être of any organised military force – warfighting.
The curriculum of Australia's Royal Military College, [6] and of other officer cadet training units
established as required,[7] centres on imparting the necessary basic skills to command an infantry

platoon in war or peace and in determining whether a candidate for commissioning as a general
service officer has the requisite qualities to undertake that role. Such skills may come to be
studied and practised in greater depth in the event that, on graduation, an officer cadet is
commissioned into the Infantry. Nevertheless, no officer cadet is commissioned as a general
service officer unless those requisite, basic command qualities are assessed as present.
Soldiers can, and do, undertake other roles – aid to the civil power in times of natural disaster or,
happily very infrequently in Australia, in times of civil unrest or terrorist activity, humanitarian
aid duty and peacekeeping duty. Nevertheless, each of these is subordinate to the warfighting
role just mentioned.
A like point may be made in relation to the respective roles of the navy and the air force.
The ramifications of warfighting for those exercising military command functions and for those
under command were accurately and authoritatively addressed by Sir David Fraser, a senior
British general officer of the modern era, in this way:
Few men are born heroes. Few are incorrigible cowards. Most can be either; and to help them
towards the former rather than the latter state an army uses leadership, discipline and training –
a mix which produces confidence and pride. The man well-led can believe there is sense in what
he is ordered to do, and that his commander both cares for him and knows his own job. The
disciplined man knows that the habit of obedience and united action distinguishes a selfrespecting body of soldiers from a mob. The trained man knows his profession enough to do
what he has to do, and do it by instinct amidst great dangers. Without these characteristics in the
body to which they belong soldiers cannot behave well in battle; and when they fail the fault is
not theirs but lies in the system which has placed them there unprepared. [8]
…
No army can function on the basis that its members require rational explanations before they
obey: obedience must be absolute, immediate and enforced. But although, in practice, men had
"blindly" to obey, they needed to feel they were not blind – that they knew as much as could be
managed, and that it made sense. They needed to know, above all, that their destinies were in
good hands.[9]
Fraser was well placed by experience to make these observations. Over the course of his 40-year
military career, he experienced, as a junior officer, high intensity combat operations in NorthWest Europe during the Second World War, followed by war-like operations in Malaya, Suez
and Cyprus in the period that saw the transition of the British Empire to the modern
Commonwealth of Nations. Thereafter, he assumed responsibility during the Cold War as a
formation commander within the British Army of the Rhine for the contingency of conflict with
Group Soviet Forces Germany and its Warsaw Pact allies. The culmination of his career entailed
his assumption of senior, tri-service, strategic command, defence policy and high level staff
training roles .[10]

Fraser's observations and Captain Semrau's experience on operations highlight why the exercise
of command in war, and in training for war, is so very different to the exercise of civilian,
management powers.
A civilian manager who deliberately directed an employee to engage in a known life threatening
activity may not just be negligent but criminally so. Civilian managers do not direct employees
to kill another human being or plan operations around that.
Conversely, soldiers are not employees at all. [11] Officers serve in accordance with the terms of
their commission and other ranks serve in accordance with the terms of their enlistment. At
common law, their service was determinable at will and for any reason or even no reason. [12]
There remain echoes of this common law position in the Australian regulatory provision for early
termination of a defence member's service in that it may be terminated on the basis of nothing
more than satisfaction that "retention of the member's service is not in the interests of the
Defence Force".[13]
A military commander who deliberately refrained from directing a soldier to engage in a life
threatening activity necessary to fulfil the role of the infantry on a given mission would be
grossly derelict in his duty. In tasking the gunship to attack the Taliban ambush position with the
results described, Captain Semrau's OMLT was likewise fulfilling a role of the infantry. In the
course of employment, a civilian may be injured, fatally or otherwise, in a workplace accident; a
soldier, on the other hand, may be killed or wounded in action. Even to conceive of a theatre of
operations as a "workplace", much less to assimilate the two, is fundamentally to misunderstand
the absolute and immutable centrality for the army of the role of the infantry.
None of this is to suggest that some styles of military command may not, at times, in training for
war or on operations, mimic or even draw inspiration from civilian management practices. For
example, the absolute and immediate obedience described by Fraser, so very necessary for a
force in close contact with an enemy, may be ill suited to the production by an intelligence staff
of the best predictive analysis of future enemy operations and intentions. In that circumstance, a
frank and free flowing exchange of views between superiors and subordinates may be the best
way of avoiding an uncritical "group-think". However, even in that situation, there will come a
time when a command value judgement must be made as to the analysis to adopt for the purpose
of briefing a commander.[14] Within Special Forces, where teamwork and co-operation by small
patrol groups is essential, a form of collaborative decision-making known as a "Chinese
Parliament", successfully pioneered within the United Kingdom's Special Air Service Regiment,
is often employed to good mission effect. [15]
Nor is it to suggest that any and every military activity is, ipso facto, immune from giving rise to
a duty of care at common law for the breach of which there is a remedy in damages. They are
not. Any doubt as to the absence of such absolute immunity has long been resolved in
Australia.[16] The immunity extends only to combat operations and to training activities directed
to the conduct of such operations.[17]
There is a necessary interplay between leadership, discipline and training, Fraser's three essential
elements for the transformation of a civilian recruit into a soldier. Effective military leadership is

impossible unless the leader's commands are obeyed. Hence the need, as Fraser highlights, for
obedience to be "enforced". In the military, an enforced disciplinary system is a corollary of
command. In turn, training, Fraser's third element, must entail the learning and practising in
peacetime of the skills necessary for warfighting, culminating in military exercises that replicate,
as closely as possible, warfighting, including the practice of leadership in war. It is axiomatic
that an army must train for war, not peace. It necessarily follows that the means by which
military discipline is enforced must be suitable for war, not peace, and practised in peace in order
to be prepared for its use in war.
All of these propositions may seem elementary, and they are. Nevertheless, in my experience,
there is a tendency in contemporary academic consideration of military justice systems either to
misunderstand them or not to confront the ramifications of these propositions for those systems.
The University of Southern Queensland's Associate Professor Pauline Collins' recently published
work, "Civil-Military 'Legal' Relations" [18] offers, with all due respect, a paradigm example of
this tendency in academia.[19] Collins offers an historical and contemporary survey and analysis
of the military justice systems of the United Kingdom, the United States of America and
Australia. She prefaces her work with the following conclusion that she draws from her survey
and analysis:
The case studies lead to the conclusion that the highest civil courts in the three states compared
still adopt a reduced control (RC) deferential approach. …
When civilian courts adopt a RC deferential approach, they shirk their role in the structure of
the constitutional pact in a manner potentially damaging to the civil-military relationship. For
this reason, consideration of the courts need to be included in any future development of an
evaluative theory of the civil-military relationship. The courts also need improved capacity to
take account of the impact their decisions may have on the civil control of the military. This is
essential in order to discourage militarisation of the civilian domain and avoid a breakdown in
the fundamental institutional roles of the three organs of government in liberal democracies, in
which individual rights and control of states' power are important in providing civilian
management of the military.[20]
Insofar as the Commonwealth of Australia is concerned, there are several manifest errors in
Associate Professor Collins' conclusion and her expansion upon that conclusion in the passage
just quoted.
The Australian "constitutional pact" to which Collins refers undoubtedly envisages civilian
control of the military.[21]
Section 68 of The Constitution vests the command in chief of the naval and military forces of the
Commonwealth in the Governor-General as the Queen's representative. In accordance with
constitutional convention, that command in chief is exercised by the Governor General on the
advice of the Federal Executive Council.[22] The command is a titular one but not without
significance in that it constitutionally entrenches and thereby emphasises the subordination of
each and every member of the Australian Defence Force (ADF), no matter how senior their rank,

to the civil power.[23] Section 68 anticipates that the Commonwealth will have naval and military
forces but it does not itself establish them. Rather, s 51(vi) of the Constitution grants to the
Commonwealth Parliament legislative power in respect of "the naval and military defence of the
Commonwealth and of the several States, and the control of the forces to execute and maintain
the laws of the Commonwealth". It was pursuant to this grant of legislative power that the naval
and military forces of the Commonwealth were originally established. [24] The present provision
for the existence of the ADF remains statutory.
As to that statutory provision, the Defence Act 1903 (Cth) vests the "general control and
administration" of the ADF in a civilian, the "Minister".[25] The Minister responsible (subject to
some presently immaterial exceptions) for the administration of the Defence Act is the Minister
for Defence.[26]
The Defence Act distinguishes between the command of the ADF and its administration.
The command of the ADF is consigned to the Chief of the Defence Force. [27] In that command,
the Chief of the Defence Force is assisted by the Vice Chief of the Defence Force, [28] who is
obliged to comply with any directions of the Chief of the Defence Force. [29] The Chief of the
Defence Force is also tasked with advising the Minister "on matters relating to the command of
the Defence Force".[30]
The administration of the ADF is consigned to a diarchy comprising the Secretary and the Chief
of the Defence Force.[31] The Defence Act contemplates that the Vice Chief of the Defence Force
will assist with the administration of the Defence Force, as directed by the Chief of the Defence
Force.[32]
These basal features of the Australian Constitution and, in turn, the Defence Act in relation to a
standing military force and its command and control reflect our British heritage. In the United
Kingdom, these features were the result of both revolution and evolution, of the experience, in
the 17th and early 18th centuries, of, successively, Royalist absolutism, a dreadful civil war as
between Royalists and those adherent to parliamentary supremacy, military dictatorship during
the Protectorate, and an eventual rapprochement. That rapprochement yielded the checks and
balances and separation of legislative, executive and judicial powers in a constitutional
monarchical system of government, known as "the Westminster system", that has proved
enduringly successful in the delivery of peace, order and good government in that country, in
Australia and elsewhere in the Commonwealth of Nations. The subjection of the military to the
civil power is another of the key features of that system.
There is no constitutional provision for the command and control or administration of the ADF
by the judiciary. This is a reflection both of our heritage as well as of common sense. By neither
training nor resources is the judicial branch of government equipped to undertake that
role. Rather, Chapter III of the Australian Constitution vests the exercise of federal judicial
power in the High Court of Australia, other courts created by the national parliament and in such
State courts as that parliament chooses by legislation to invest with federal jurisdiction. [33]
Within Chapter III, s 75(v) entrenches a jurisdiction exercisable by the High Court to issue writs
of prohibition and mandamus directed to officers of the Commonwealth, thereby providing an

irreducible minimum means by which they can be required, by an exercise of judicial power, to
act according to law.[34] A court martial constituted by Australian military officers or a military
prison custodian relying upon a warrant issued by a court martial comprised of such officers is
amenable to such writs but they lie only for jurisdictional error. The jurisdiction conferred in
much narrower than that of a Court of Criminal Appeal. It has been invoked both in war [35] and
in peace[36] in respect of alleged errors of jurisdiction by courts martial. In this sense, Collins'
"RC" deferential approach is nothing more than a manifestation of the distinction between the
judicial review of the decisions of officers of the Executive in respect of legality and the review
of the merits of those decisions. The latter is not the province of the judiciary. [37]
In her survey of the Australian position, Collins refers to, [38] but her conclusion indicates she
does not understand, just how fundamental, in terms of civilian control of military justice, was
the legislative provision in the 1950's for an appeal to a civilian tribunal against convictions by
courts martial, extended since then to convictions by Defence Force Magistrates (DFM).
In the aftermath of the Second World War, a need for a right of appeal to a legally qualified
tribunal, sitting in public and outside the military chain of command, in respect of the lawfulness
of court martial proceeding outcomes was recognised both in the United Kingdom, Australia, in
comparable Commonwealth jurisdictions as well as in the United States. [39] Hitherto, court
martial verdicts were reviewed within the chain of command, increasingly often with the benefit
of legal advice, but were only amenable to external scrutiny via writs and on the narrow basis
mentioned. Such scrutiny was rare.
In response and following a like initiative taken by the United Kingdom that same decade, [40]
Parliament enacted the Courts-Martial Appeals Act 1955 (Cth),[41] since renamed the Defence
Force Discipline Appeals Act 1955 (Cth).
As enacted,[42] that legislation conferred upon a person convicted by court martial the following
right of appeal:
(a) that the finding of the court martial(i) is unreasonable, or cannot be supported, having regard to the evidence; or
(ii) involves a wrong decision of a question of law; or
(b) that, on any ground, there was a miscarriage of justice.
This right of appeal was much wider in scope than review for jurisdictional error as provided for
by s 75(v) of the Constitution.
The current right of appeal[43] is even broader than the original:
(1) Subject to subsection (5), where in an appeal it appears to the Tribunal:

(a) that the conviction or the prescribed acquittal is unreasonable, or cannot be supported, having
regard to the evidence;
(b) that, as a result of a wrong decision on a question of law, or of mixed law and fact, the
conviction or the prescribed acquittal was wrong in law and that a substantial miscarriage of
justice has occurred;
(c) that there was a material irregularity in the course of the proceedings before the court martial
or the Defence Force magistrate and that a substantial miscarriage of justice has occurred; or
(d) that, in all the circumstances of the case, the conviction or the prescribed acquittal is unsafe
or unsatisfactory;
it shall allow the appeal and quash the conviction or the prescribed acquittal.
(2) Subject to subsection (5), where in an appeal it appears to the Tribunal that there is evidence
that:
(a) was not reasonably available during the proceedings before the court martial or the Defence
Force magistrate;
(b) is likely to be credible; and
(c) would have been admissible in the proceedings before the court martial or the Defence Force
magistrate;
it shall receive and consider that evidence and, if it appears to the Tribunal that the conviction or
the prescribed acquittal cannot be supported having regard to that evidence, it shall allow the
appeal and quash the conviction or the prescribed acquittal.
(3) Subject to subsection (5), where in an appeal against a conviction it appears to the Tribunal
that, at the time of the act or omission the subject of the charge, the appellant was suffering from
such unsoundness of mind as not to be responsible, in accordance with law, for that act or
omission, the Tribunal shall:
(a) allow the appeal and quash the conviction;
(b) substitute for the conviction so quashed an acquittal on the ground of unsoundness of mind;
and
(c) direct that the person be kept in strict custody until the pleasure of the Governor-General is
known.
(4) Where in an appeal it appears to the Tribunal that the court martial or the Defence Force
magistrate should have found that the appellant, by reason of unsoundness of mind, was not able
to understand the proceedings against him or her and accordingly was unfit to stand trial, the

Tribunal shall allow the appeal, quash the conviction or prescribed acquittal and direct that the
appellant be kept in strict custody until the pleasure of the Governor-General is known.
(5) The Tribunal shall not quash a conviction under subsection (3) or (4) if there are grounds for
quashing the conviction under subsection (1) or (2).
(6) Section 194 of the Defence Force Discipline Act 1982 (Cth) applies to a direction under
subsection (3) or (4) of this section as if that direction were a direction to which that section
applied.
In Australia, the appellate jurisdiction was, deliberately, conferred not on a court established
under Chapter III of the Constitution but rather on a statutory tribunal, now termed the Defence
Force Discipline Appeal Tribunal (DFDAT), established under the legislation for that
purpose. Regard to the Second Reading Speech of the then Minister for Defence, the Honourable
Sir Philip McBride, discloses that the reasons for this did not stem from any reservation as to any
constitutional invalidity which would attend the conferral of the jurisdiction on a court. Rather,
those reasons were pragmatic, albeit informed by constitutional considerations concerning
judicial tenure.
The constitutional consideration was the requirement, flowing from the settled understanding of
the meaning of s 72 of the Constitution as it then stood, that those exercising the judicial power
of the Commonwealth had to be appointed for life. [44] This and the pragmatic considerations are
evident in the explanation which the Minister gave for why, in contrast with the United
Kingdom, the jurisdiction was not being consigned to a civilian court:
In Australia, on the other hand, we were faced by the constitutional requirement that judges
exercising the judicial power of the Commonwealth must hold life tenure of office. However, the
kind of body which was needed was one of a flexible character, able to function satisfactorily
under all conditions in time of war as well is in time of peace. Under active service conditions a
fairly large complement of members might at times be required, whereas in normal conditions a
relatively few members would suffice. In these circumstances, a civilian court, all of whose
members would, in accordance with the Constitution, have to be appointed for life, was not an
appropriate choice.[45]
An advantage which the Minister particularly commended to the House in respect of the new
appeal system, in contrast with the then existing conviction review system, was that the proposed
tribunal would sit in public, enabling the appellant and others to attend and observe the hearing
of his or her appeal.
To maximise the opportunity for practical voice to be given to this aspiration, the practice of the
DFDAT is to hear an appeal at or as close as possible to the locale where the appellant is
stationed. The Defence Force Discipline Appeals Act contemplates that the DFDAT may sit at
any place within or outside Australia as determined by its President. [46]
To date, the DFDAT has never sat overseas.[47] The nature of appellate jurisdiction and of ADF
overseas deployments since the establishment of the DFDAT have not warranted this. The

position may well be different were there ever in the future large scale deployments overseas of
the kind seen in the First and Second World Wars. Were such a need to arise, it would be
necessary for provision to be made for terms and conditions of both DFDAT members and
staff. For tribunal members, this might be done by the Remuneration Tribunal by determination
pursuant to s 10 of the Defence Force Discipline Appeals Act.[48]
Some noteworthy features of the first Courts-Martial Appeal Tribunal appointed under that Act
were:
(a) each of its members had served during the Second World War; and,
(b) its membership was not drawn exclusively from the federal judiciary or, for that matter, the
judiciary alone.
As originally enacted, the Australian legislation required that a presidential member of the
tribunal be or have been a member of a federal court or a State supreme court or one of Her
Majesty's Counsel.[49] At that time, the only federal courts[50] were each, in the technical sense,
superior courts of record. In expressly referring to Queen's Counsel, the legislation recognised
the class from which, traditionally and for good reason, superior court judges were usually
appointed in the United Kingdom and, by then, in the principal Australian jurisdictions, [51] even
if governing legislation provided for lesser appointment criteria.
Originally, the other tribunal members were drawn from those eligible to be presidential
members, as well as other legal practitioners or those of suitable legal experience. [52]
In respect of these original appointment qualifications, the Defence Minister opined that, "it can,
I think, fairly be predicted that the tribunal will command, in the military sphere, a status
corresponding to that of a supreme court of a State or Territory exercising criminal appellate
jurisdiction".[53]
There is every reason to conclude that the Minister's prediction has amply been fulfilled over the
60 years of the existence of the DFDAT with a related, sustained and beneficial improvement in
the standard of trials before service tribunals.
As early as 1963, the Chief Legal Officer of the Australian Army's then Eastern Command,
Lieutenant-Colonel E P T Raine, after completing a two-day hearing before the DFDAT, wrote
to all legal officers in that Command expressing his belief that it was "minded to set up and
maintain the highest standards".[54] He made particular reference to the scrutiny by the DFDAT
in the course of the hearing of the appeal of the adequacy of the summing up of the Judge
Advocate as well as of the conduct of the prosecuting officer. A year later, similar views were
expressed about the effect of the DFDAT by a civilian legal commentator and future
Commonwealth Attorney-General and later New South Wales Supreme Court judge, the then Mr
Kep Enderby.[55]

The experience over that 60-year period is that the system of appeals to the DFDAT is well
adapted both to peacetime and to the wartime and other overseas deployments conducted to date
by the ADF.
To date, the largest overseas deployment since the establishment of the DFDAT has been the
Vietnam War. The volume of appeal cases yielded from that war by the deployment, over a
sustained period of years, of a task force comprising what these days would be termed a joint
force headquarters commanding a reinforced brigade group, a logistic support base and
significant air and naval components, was readily dealt with by the DFDAT's part-time
membership. These cases included appeals in respect of convictions for offences up to and
including murder.[56] There is no reason to think that this establishment would not be sufficient to
meet the demands of any present like deployment.
Eligibility for membership of the DFDAT has, since its first establishment, been made even more
rigorous. This occurred pursuant to legislative amendments made in 1982, [57] when the class of
those eligible to be appointed as presidential members was narrowed to superior court judges of
the Commonwealth, the States and Territories. At the same time and apart from those eligible to
be appointed presidential members, the class eligible to be appointed as members was narrowed
to District or County Court judges.[58] In practice and most desirably, only superior court judges
have been appointed as presidential or other members of the DFDAT since these 1982
amendments commenced. The provision for members to be drawn from District or County Court
judges is a useful "surge" capacity in the event of a volume of cases greater than that which can
be accommodated just by drawing upon available superior court judicial resources. This wider
class certainly has criminal trial experience within it but its members do not sit on Full Courts or
Courts of Appeal in the exercise of appellate jurisdiction.
In practice and even though the Defence Force Discipline Appeals Act has always been silent in
this regard, it remains a feature of the DFDAT's membership that each of its members has had
military experience. My experience is that prior military service experience is desirable. That is
not just because that experience gives one a disposition to accept an additional commission on
the DFDAT. It is because that experience brings with it a greater likelihood of an understanding
of service terms, conditions and context and more ready assimilation of service publications and
other documentary evidence. The appointment practice doubtless also adds to the credibility of
the DFDAT in defence circles, senior and junior.
What is termed an "appeal" lies on a question of law involved in a decision of the DFDAT to the
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia.[59] Strictly speaking, such an "appeal" is a
proceeding in the Court's original jurisdiction. A further appeal to the High Court is possible
only by special leave of that court.[60]
In short, ever since the late 1950's, each person convicted by a service tribunal of a service
offence has been able to challenge that conviction before a civilian tribunal on grounds akin to
those available in civilian criminal appeals. Such convictions can be and in practice are quashed
by the DFDAT whenever a ground of appeal is upheld. This, too, is hardly a "RC" deferential
approach. There is no warrant for any apprehension as to deference to the military in relation to
the exercise of appellate jurisdiction in relation to convictions by service tribunals.

But what of the determination of whether to convict at all? Under Australia's present military
justice system, civilian judicial officers do not determine whether to convict a person of a service
offence. Following a model found in the Army Act 1881 (UK), the Defence Force Discipline Act
1982 (Cth) (DFDA), expressly creates a number of service offences uniquely related to military
service. It also incorporates by reference and as a code of proscribed and punishable behaviour
also made a service offence conduct which would amount to an offence against a nominated
body of criminal law.[61]
The DFDA[62] distributes the jurisdiction to determine whether a service offence has been
committed between particular officers, termed "superior summary authorities", appointed by the
Chief of the Defence Force, commanding officers, other officers, termed "subordinate summary
authorities", appointed by commanding officers, DFM appointed by the Judge Advocate General
(JAG)[63] and one or the other of two types of courts martial. The two types of courts martial are
a Restricted Court Martial and a General Court Martial. Each type is constituted by a panel of a
specified number of officers assisted by a Judge Advocate [64] whose rulings as to matters of law
are binding. The panel determines both whether a charge is proved and, if so, the punishment to
be imposed.
Who or which of these persons or service tribunals comes, in a given case, to determine whether
a charge is proved is dependent on a range of factors - an election by the accused, a value
judgement by a superior or subordinate summary authority or commanding officer as to the
aptness of an available range of punishments or a value judgement by the Director of Military
Prosecutions[65] and the seriousness of the offence itself and related applicable punishments.
In its provision for trial by court martial or DFM, the present Australian system entails a
restoration of a system that existed prior to the establishment, by amendment of the DFDA, of
the "Australian Military Court" (AMC). The members of the AMC were officers of the
ADF. They were given singular independence from the chain of command in their adjudicative
function but they were not given tenure during capacity and good behaviour until a specified age
of the kind afforded those exercising Commonwealth judicial power by s 72 of the Constitution.
The origin of the AMC lay in the response of the then government to a June 2005 report by the
Senate's Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade References Committee (Senate Committee) into the
effectiveness of Australia's military justice system.[66] In its report, the Senate Committee had
recommended the establishment of "[t]he Permanent Military Court to be created in accordance
with Chapter III of the Commonwealth Constitution to ensure its independence and impartiality"
(Senate Report).[67] This court was to replace the then existing system for the trial of service
offences by court martial or DFM.[68] Though the government's response to this report accepted
the replacement of the trial of service offences by court martial or DFM by a military court, that
institution was, deliberately, not established as a court whose members had tenure in accordance
with Chapter III of the Constitution.[69] The flaw in that compromise response was exposed by
the High Court in Lane v Morrison.[70]
For present purposes, there are two noteworthy features of the Senate Report.

Firstly, the report conflated, under the rubric "military justice", service inquiries and
investigations on the one hand and the trial of service offences and related appeals on the
other. To adopt a civilian analogy, this is akin to grouping police investigations and coronial
inquiries on the one hand with trials by magistrates and judges and juries and related appeals on
the other. At a general level of abstraction, these might, perhaps, be grouped under the rubric,
"criminal justice" but it would be odd to abolish the latter on the basis of concerns about the
former.
Secondly, insofar as there were concerns about the then existing system for the trial of service
offences by courts martial and DFM, a reading of the Senate Report would suggest that the
foremost of these was an apprehension that this system might contravene Chapter III of the
Constitution. Further, that same reading[71] suggests that these concerns were heightened by some
comments from the bench made in the course of argument in the High Court in the then recently
decided Re Aird; Ex parte Alpert.[72]
As to this and with all due respect, even at the time, these concerns were over-stated and later
authority demonstrates them to be baseless.
Comments made in the course of argument in the High Court by some members of the bench are
of no authority. Further, the validity of the court martial which was to try Private Alpert, in terms
of whether that would entail a contravention of Chapter III, was not in issue in that case. That
was not happenstance. I was senior counsel for Private Alpert. Though the point may have been
arguable, to raise it would have required leave to re-open earlier authority. [73] I considered that
that argument had no reasonable prospect of success. The correctness of that assessment was
later emphatically vindicated in the High Court in White v Director of Military Prosecutions
(White's Case).[74]
There certainly was once a school of thought in Australia that service tribunals as constituted
under the DFDA prior to the establishment of the AMC invalidly exercised the judicial power of
the Commonwealth. That was never a view which commanded a majority of the High Court. It
has now been so comprehensively rejected by the High Court in White's Case that it may be
consigned to history.
It would also be a mistake to consider that the pre-Lane v Morrison trial system failed to meet
some existing Australian constitutional norm in relation to impartiality and independence. In Re
Tyler; Ex parte Foley,[75] a majority of the High Court was of the opinion that, if there were to be
found in the Constitution a requirement of sufficiency of independence on the part of service
tribunals exercising disciplinary powers, a general court martial constituted under the DFDA met
those requirements. Overseas authority[76] which, on the basis of different norms, has held to the
contrary in relation to like such tribunals is of no relevance to the Australian position. It is
evident from her commentary in respect of the Australian position that Associate Professor
Collins is unable to accept this.
In Lane v Morrison, the High Court held that the AMC could not validly exercise the judicial
power of the Commonwealth. That was because its members did not enjoy constitutionally
ordained tenure. An irony about that case is that a feature of the AMC which was, at the time of

its establishment, seen as desirable namely, independence from the military chain of command,
was also one which facilitated the conclusion that it was exercising judicial power. A rationale
for the military discipline system standing outside Chapter III of the Constitution is that it is a
function of command. Removal of the trial forum from the chain of command removed the
presence of that rationale. That facilitated a conclusion that it was judicial power that was
conferred on the AMC. Given this, the limited tenure of its members became a constitutionally
insufficient basis for the appointment of those who were to exercise the judicial power of the
Commonwealth.
In addition to an original jurisdiction in respect of the trial of service offences, the AMC
exercised an appellate jurisdiction in respect of outcomes before summary authorities. The
DFDAT was retained for the purpose of exercising its historic, appellate role in respect of
convictions, now from the AMC. Further, and for the first time, a jurisdiction was conferred on
the DFDAT to hear appeals against punishment.
The Military Justice (Interim Measures) Act (No. 1) 2009 (Cth), an urgent legislative response to
the outcome in Lane v Morrison, did not just result in the restoration, on what was said to be an
interim basis, of the original jurisdiction in respect of military discipline cases hitherto exercised
by summary authorities and, as required, by DFM and courts martial. It also resulted in the
restoration of the jurisdiction hitherto exercised by the DFDAT in respect of convictions by
DFM or courts martial. There was no continuance of the provision for appeals to the DFDAT in
respect of punishment.
A Bill, designed to replace both the original jurisdiction exercised by DFM and courts martial
and the appellate jurisdiction exercised by the DFDAT with a new court established under
Chapter III of the Constitution, to be known as the "Military Court of Australia", was introduced
into Parliament in 2010, only to lapse without enactment upon a pre-election dissolution. [77]
The Bill proceeded on the basis that a court designed to hear and determine charges in respect of
service offences might not sit overseas if, materially, the court determined that it was necessary
so to do but the security of the place concerned would not permit that. [78] In that circumstance,
the charge concerned was to be taken to be withdrawn with any further proceeding in respect of
the service offence to be taken before a service tribunal under the DFDA. To say the least, one
might, with respect, think it odd for a nation's parliament so obviously to identify in advance a
potential need to undertake a particular task in wartime, in this instance trial by service tribunal,
only deliberately to decide not to take every available opportunity to practise that task in
peacetime. In this respect, the lapse of that Bill is not, I respectfully suggest, to be lamented. [79]
Thus, so far as the trial of service offences is concerned, trial by court martial or DFM has the
advantage of demonstrated constitutional validity. Further, unlike the model in the lapsed Bill, it
also, in the court martial procedure, offers a procedure proven by experience to be suitable for
both peace and war. The wartime suitability of trial by court martial was demonstrated abroad on
countless occasions in the course of Australian participation in general and more limited conflict
in the course of the 20th century. There is no reason to think that the less elaborate, trial by DFM
alternative, an innovation that came with the DFDA, would be any less suitable. That the

procedures one practises in peacetime will be the same as one adopts in wartime is surely also an
advantage, and one of inestimable value.
Associate Professor Collins regards White's Case as evincing a deference by the High Court to
the Executive in military matters so far as the trial of service offences is concerned. [80] The
upholding of a system designed to enforce, within the chain of command, discipline is said by
her not to acknowledge "changed realities". Such "changed realities" are said to be evidenced by
an acknowledgement by a recent Chief of Army of a need to adapt military command methods to
new technologies and new types of warfare.[81] She opines, "prioritising hierarchical obedience
can forego the bigger structural issue: the duties between the military and society". [82]
But for the military in a country of British heritage, the "bigger structural issue" was long ago
emphatically resolved in favour of the absolute subservience of the military to civil authority, as
exemplified in the Australian Constitution and the Defence Act. And for Captain Semrau and his
OMLT on the ground in Afghanistan, evolution in technology brought with it an ability readily
to communicate with the crew of an attack helicopter who were able to deploy in short order
precision munitions to devastating effect. But the end to which all this was directed was as
timeless as warfare itself, killing an enemy in a theatre of operations. As it happened, for one of
the enemy, death may not have been instantaneous and, in the agony of the moment, Captain
Semrau made a value judgement the nature of which is hardly unique to our times. [83]
It is, with all due respect, just arrant nonsense to suggest that, on deployment and within an
OMLT usually comprised of an officer, warrant officer and two more junior soldiers, there is no
longer a place for "hierarchical obedience". If, for example, the calling in of the attack helicopter
required a signaller in the OMLT to relay to the crew the OMLT commander's request for an air
strike, can it sensibly be suggested that, while the unit was being ambushed, there was room for
that signaller to refuse to relay that request and to seek to debate its merits with his commander
because of some "bigger structural issue"? No-one with any understanding of what is entailed in
the practice of the profession of arms would suggest there was any such room. That is the point
made by Fraser in the passage quoted.
Apart from the subject of battlefield euthanasia, a subject beyond the scope of this paper, the real
issues exposed by the Semrau case are the length of time taken by a modern military justice
system to deal with an alleged service offence corresponding with a violation of the Laws of War
and the trial venues.
The incident occurred on October 19, 2008, in Helmand Province, Afghanistan. Captain Semrau
was arrested on December 31, 2008, by the Canadian Forces National Investigation Service and
charged with second-degree murder while deployed in Afghanistan as commander of an
OMLT. He was released from custody with conditions on January 7, 2009. On September 17,
2009, three additional charges were brought forward to a court martial, which began on January
25, 2010, at the Asticou Center in Gatineau, Québec. The verdicts noted above were returned on
19 July 2010. Captain Semrau was sentenced on 5 October 2010 [84]. Thus, a period of almost two
years elapsed between arrest and sentencing.

Part, but not the whole, of the trial was held in Canada. The court martial also sat at Kandahar
Airfield in Afghanistan over two weeks in June 2010 so as to take evidence from two Afghan
witnesses.[85]
There is no reason to believe that, under Australia's present military justice system, either the
length of trial or the trial venues would be any different in respect of the trial of this kind of
service offence under the prevailing operational conditions.
For Australians, the misconduct during the Boer War of Lieutenant Harry ("The Breaker")
Morant and his co-defendants, summary execution in the field of a suspect, offers an enduringly
notorious and controversial example another type of violation of the Laws of War. [86] Their
court martial offers a useful starting point for a survey to test whether the likely present length of
the military justice process is any different from earlier times and also to test that against
timeliness in the civilian criminal justice system of the day.
A survey commencing at the Boer War era, moving to the Vietnam War era and then drawing
upon more recent cases which have come before the DFDAT is annexed to this paper.
It is noticeable from this survey not just that the length of time for charging, trial and, where
applicable, sentencing in respect of service offences has expanded over the course of the last
century but also that this expansion in time has broadly corresponded with a like expansion in
timelines in the civilian criminal justice system.[87] There is, therefore, no reason to expect that
the wholesale replacement of a military trial system by the civilian court system would confer
any advantage at all on either an accused or the nation state in terms of timeliness of
justice. Further, it is, to say the least doubtful, whether the Executive could compel a judge
enjoying Chapter III independence to serve overseas to conduct, even in part, the trial of a
service offence in a theatre of operations. The correctness of that proposition was apparently
recognised in the lapsed Bill to which I have referred above.
Timeliness aside, is it truly desirable, in terms of the command and discipline within the military,
that the commission of a service offence in a theatre of operations provides an accused defence
member with an invariable, certain opportunity to quit that theatre of operations for a trial in
Australia? The self-evident answer, I suggest, is that the offering of that opportunity is
potentially subversive of command and discipline. Of course with short term deployments
abroad or with particular types of overseas deployments there will often be a convenience about
holding a trial for a service offence, wherever committed, in Australia. But a study of the history
of warfare discloses many examples of the flaw in designing one's defence strategies and
preparations around a particular assumed scenario. [88] "Civilianisation" of military justice, to the
extent that it entails an abandonment of trials by a panel of officers, offers a good example of this
type of flawed thinking in my view. A "civilianised" alternative is undoubtedly workable in
times of peace and in certain limited warfare scenarios but not generally. In my view, the current
Australian limit of "civilianisation", present in the appellate jurisdiction exercised by the
DFDAT, draws a line at the limit of what is suitable for warfare in all its potential forms.
In terms of the historic Australian experience, where an alleged service offence has been
committed in the course of an ongoing operational deployment, the court martial has been held in

theatre. During the Vietnam War, courts martial were held in theatre. What has changed since
then, one might ask rhetorically, so as to warrant the elimination of a proven facility for a local
trial in respect of a service offence committed in an ongoing theatre of operations or to consign
the conduct of any such trial to a tribunal the operation of which one is not going to rehearse in
peace?
Timeliness is a legitimate concern in relation to any justice system, civil or criminal, civilian or
military. In the military, the intermediate limbo between charging and disposal of a charge
carries with it the superadded difficulty of how to employ the defence member concerned over
that period. How greater timeliness might be introduced into the military justice system is a
subject worthy of detailed attention. But the answer will not be found in "civilianisation", as the
survey demonstrates.
However much academics might think otherwise, our day and age is no different to earlier ages
in relation to why an army exists. Warfighting, as determined necessary by the civil power, and
with that killing an enemy, is an immutable. So, too, are Fraser's warfighting essentials of
leadership, discipline and training. So, too, is the need for enforcement of discipline by a means
that is suitable for war fighting, not just peace or something intermediate. That means must be
practised in peace to prepare for its use in war. Within the bounds of constitutional legislative
competence, the choice of means is a matter for the legislature, not the judiciary. As with other
national defence decisions, making the wrong choice is not a bad business decision; it may form
part of why national independence is lost. "Civilianising" the military is a contradiction not just
in terms but also in thinking.
© J A Logan 2018 Moral right of author asserted – Non-exclusive publication licence granted to
the Commonwealth Magistrates and Judges Association.
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